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1.Edit the detailed information about your files, such as season and sub-group. 2.Create new and duplicate files. 3.Process
multiple files at the same time. 4.Use batch rename and search. 5.Supports pattern renaming. 6.Supports multiple renames.

7.Supports RAR archives. 8.Supports LZMA and MP3 archives. 9.Supports IPTC fields for XML archives. 10.Supports Title
ID, Subtitle ID, and Main Title ID fields for OGG and MKV files. 11.Supports the link of keywords and cover art

for.rar,.rar.xml,.lzma, and.zip archives. 12.Supports indexed search and bulk rename for.zip archives. 13.Supports language
code and description for.zip archives. 14.Supports providing an animation file name with the name of the original file.

15.Supports searching for your files on a TV episode or DVD with volume ID information. 16.Supports renaming based on the
volume ID information of your files. 17.Supports downloading and extracting multiple files. 18.Supports renaming a batch of

your files based on the output of your preferred search engine. 19.Supports batch renaming several volumes. 20.Supports
renaming a batch of your files at the same time. 21.Supports extracting multiple files. 22.Supports copying a batch of your files.
23.Supports calculating the date when the animation was made. 24.Supports extracting many files at the same time. 25.Supports
multi-threading for multiple parallel operations. 26.Supports renaming from various sources (e.g., ova, dvdrip, avi, mkv, mkv-

dash, mkv-flac, mp4, etc.). 27.Supports batch renaming using the same source (e.g., for various OVAs or manga) with the same
renaming pattern. 28.Supports batch renaming using a batch source. 29.Supports renaming based on the extraction date of your

files (in case of single or multi-threaded processing) 30.Supports renaming based on the current season and sub-group.
31.Supports renaming based on the current year. 32.Supp
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- Rename multiple files simultaneously - Supports batch rename - Ability to set custom rename pattern - Automatic update of
file names to comply with your custom rename pattern - Edit metadata (season, sub-group,...) - Add additional information to

the episode files - New search feature to locate anime episodes - Good in tight-space environments such as workstations, laptops
and netbooks. ColorBookMarker is an easy-to-use application that enables you to quickly copy, move and edit color-associated
metadata. ColorBookMarker enables you to easily create bookmarks for all of your episodes and series. It enables you to edit

your bookmarks for all episode and series metadata. With ColorBookMarker, you can quickly select and copy colors of
metadata or plain text from your file and add them to your bookmarks. Furthermore, ColorBookMarker provides a means to
import and export your bookmarks. Furthermore, you can easily export your bookmarks and pasted to any application which

support bookmarks such as Excel, Powerpoint and the like. KEYMACRO Description: - Quickly select colors of metadata and
plain text - Create Bookmarks - Batch Bookmark Export - Import bookmarks - Export bookmarks ColorFun is a tool for

converting a color wheel for display in Adobe Photoshop®. Use ColorFun to create color wheels or create a working set of
colors for use in your color managed workflow. ColorFun features a variety of color wheels including complementary, triadic,

trichromatic, monochromatic, gray, rainbow, primary, and color triangle, all of which you can edit and rotate. ColorFun is
perfect for artists who wish to use the ColorMatch™ plugin in Photoshop®. KEYMACRO Description: - Convert

ColorMatch™ color wheel - Create or edit ColorMatch™ color wheels - Create a working set of colors ColorFun - Convert
ColorMatch™ to RGB ColorMatch™ RGB allows you to use the ColorFun to easily convert color wheels from other

applications such as Adobe Photoshop®. It also allows you to create or edit ColorMatch™ color wheels with the ColorFun.
KEYMACRO Description: - Convert color wheels from other applications - Convert ColorMatch™ RGB color wheels to
ColorMatch™ - Create or edit ColorMatch™ color wheels - Create a working set of colors ColorFun - Convert RGB to

ColorMatch™ 77a5ca646e
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* Update: Added the detailed information editing feature. Views: Date Added: Mon, 08 May 2011 11:37:35 GMT Description:
This plugin allows you to easily display various stats about your files in your anime lists (like the number of episodes, date
added, name, year, etc). It can be used with the anime list that comes with Wingifs or you can download the latest version from
our website. Views: Date Added: Mon, 09 Oct 2010 01:58:36 GMT Description: Wingifs adds several features to assist you in
finding anime. These features are: Favorites: A Favorite tag is associated with every episode of every season. You can use this
tag in your searches to find which episode of a season you are looking for. This tag can be used for later reference as well. If
you click the "Favorites" link in the anime list, it will bring up a new window. There you can view the list of your favorites and
use the "Favorite" dropdown box to select the episodes you want to have added to the favorites list. Filters: Filters are great for
categorizing your anime by year, episode, sub-group, etc. You can create as many filters as you wish. The first time you use a
filter, it will be saved. Each time you use the "Filters" link in the anime list, it will bring up a new window. There you can view
your currently active filters and add or remove them as you wish. To add a new filter, just click the "+" button in the filters list.
To remove a filter, just click on the filter's name in the list and click the "-" button. If you have a lot of anime to organize, you
can create several filters to help speed things up. Tagging: You can create tags for your anime as well. As with favorites, you can
use tags for later reference as well. To create a tag, just click on the "Tags" link in the anime list. You can add as many tags as
you wish. To create a new tag, just click the "+" button and select the anime as the tag. To remove a tag, just click on the tag's
name in the list and click the "-" button. If you have a lot of anime to organize, you can create several tags to help speed things

What's New in the Anime Batch Rename?

Anime Batch Rename is a lightweight and easy to use application designed to help you quickly rename your anime files. Anime
Batch Rename can process multiple files simultaneously and allows you to set the rename pattern. Furthermore, you can use it to
edit the detailed information about your files, such as season and sub-group. You can also easily update the registered properties
to the latest ones. Features: Converts all of the input anime files by opening them to the default editor with the selected files.
Ability to set the rename patterns and other properties. Allows you to edit the details about your anime files, such as the season
and sub-group. You can import the list of anime files from a folder that you specify. You can export the list of anime files that
have been renamed into a new file. Change the color theme. Introduction to the 2.0 Release This release brings several new
features and improvements: New features A new simple interface. The previous interface required many clicks to change or
import the settings, but the new interface allows you to change the settings just by clicking on the icons. "Auto Rename" feature.
The program automatically renames the files based on the specified renaming rules. The auto rename feature works with the
anime database files. New manga support. It was impossible to rename manga by using the previous version of the program, but
now you can easily rename it by specifying the original name. Ability to browse to a directory instead of a file list. This is very
useful in case when you are working with many files. Improved Import and Export functions. Improvements Added "Auto
Convert" feature. The program automatically converts the files that you opened to the default editor to the ANI file format. This
is very useful when the program crashes during the conversion process. Improved the Japanese localization. Changed the game
settings. Added ability to import and export the list of anime files from the server. Improved the performance and reduced the
size of the executable. Added the ability to import and export the list of manga files from the server. Added the support for the
custom skins. Added the option to import the list of files from a folder. Added the option to sort files alphabetically. Added the
option to edit a file's details from the main window. Added the ability to copy an anime file to the Clipboard. Added the ability
to open up to eight anime files at once. Added the option to sort the imported list by the name. Added the option to show a
progress bar when the renaming process is running. Added the option to show the contents of the clipboard. Added the option to
make a link to the
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System Requirements:

PC: Windows 7 Windows 8 Windows 10 Processor: Intel Core i3 @ 2.60GHz Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics: Nvidia GeForce
GTX 560 2GB or AMD Radeon HD 6970 3GB Xbox 360: Xbox 360 Console A fast broadband connection to the Internet
Game Disc: The Lord of the Rings: Conquest - Complete Edition (3 Game Disc) Game Discs included: Contents included on
game disc: New Game - The opportunity
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